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THE FUNCTIONAL LAW" OF THE
ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR THE
EMPIRICAL PROCESS BASED ON

SAMPLE MEANS

BY JOHN H.J. EINMAHL AND ANDREW ROSALSKY
Eindhoven University of Technology and University of Florida

Summary

Consider a double array {Xi,j; i 2: 1,j 2: I} of i.i.d. random variables with mean
p and variance u 2 (0 < u 2 < 00) and set Zi,n = n-1!2I:-j=1(Xi,j -p)/u. Let ci>N,n
denote the empirical distribution function of Zl,n,' .. , ZN,n and let <I> be the standard
normal distribution function. The main result establishes a functional law of the
iterated logarithm for VN(ci>N,n - <I», where n = n(N) -7 00 as N -7 00. For
the proof, some lemmas are derived which may be of independent interest. Some
corollaries of the main result are also presented.

AMS 1991 subject classifications. Primary 60F17, 60F15, 60G17; secondary 62G30.
Key words and phrases. Empirical process based on sample means, functional law of the

iterated logarithm, double array, relative compactness, central limit theorem, Berry-Esseen
inequality.
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1. Introduction. Consider a sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables {Xn ; n 2: I} with EXI = fl and 0 < Var Xl = (72 < 00. The
sequence of sample means is defined as usual by X n = n-l 2:j=l Xj, n 2: 1. Let

Now Paul Levy's version of the central limit theorem (CLT) asserts that

(1.1) lim <I>n(x) = <I>(x), x E JRn-+oo

where <I> is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution:

j x 1 2/
<I>(x) = ¢>(t)dt where ¢>(x) = rcce-x 2, x E JR.

-00 y2~

Since <I> is continuous, the convergence in (1.1) is uniform in x by Polya's theorem.
The presentation of the CLT provided in elementary textbooks often contains

illustrations purporting to demonstrate that empirical histograms of sample means
approach a normal density. This was first studied rigorously in Freedman (1977).
For integer valued i.i.d. random variables with period 1 and a finite third moment,
Freedman (1977) showed that the empirical histogram of sample means (suitably
centered and scaled) converges uniformly in probability to ¢> if N / (Vii log n) ~ 00 as
n ~ 00 where N is the number of independent samples each of size n.

The CLT is, however, a statement about the limiting behavior of distribution
functions and not about density functions. It is thus more natural to compare the
empirical distribution function based on sample means (from independent samples)
with <I> than it is to compare an empirical histogram based on sample means with
¢>. Such a study was carried out in Rosalsky (1983) and will now be discussed. Let
{Xi,j;i 2: 1,j 2: I} be a double array of i.i.d. nondegenerate random variables with
EX;,l < 00. Using statistical terminology, for each N 2: 1 and n 2: 1, the family

{{Xi,j; 1 ::s j ::s n}; 1 ::s i ::s N} can be interpreted as consisting of Nindependent

random samples, each of size n, from a population with some mean fl and variance
(72. Without loss of generality we suppose in the sequel that fl = 0 and (72 = 1. Set

1 n

Zi,n = .~L Xi,j , n 2: 1, i 2: 1
yn j=l

and (as before)

<I>n(x) = P(Zl,n ::s x), x E JR, n 2: 1.

For N 2: 1, the empirical distribution function of the {Zi,n; 1 ::s i ::s N} is

A 1 N

<I>N,n(X) = N?= l(-oo,xj(Zi,n)'
i=l
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We are interested in the difference ~N,n - cI>. It follows from

(1.2)

the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (applied to the first term on the right-hand-side of
(1.2)) and the CLT (applied to the second term on the right-hand-side of (1.2)) that

lim lim sup I~Nn(X) - cI>(x'll = 0 a.s.n-+oo N -+00 ' )xElR

Let us take n = n(N) in the sequel. Rosalsky (1983) proved the following result: Let
{n(N); N ~ I} be a sequence of positive integers, let {bN ; N ~ I} be a sequence of
positive constants, and suppose 0 ~ fJ ~ 1 satisfies EIX1,II2+o < 00 where if fJ = 0
then limN-+oo n(N) = 00 and bN = 0(1) and if fJ > 0, then b'f.., = o((n(N))O). If

(1.3)

then

(1.4)

00 {AN} .L exp -[;2 < 00 for all A > 0,
N=1 N

lim bN sup IeI>N,n(N)(X) - cI>(X) I= 0 a.s.
N-+oo lRxE

If bN =1, then the convergence of the series of (1.3) for all A > 0 is automatic and
so EX;,1 < 00 and limN-+oo n(N) = 00 ensure that

(1.5) lim sup IeI>N,n(N)(X) - cI>(X) I = 0 a.s.
N-+oo lRxE

The functional central limit theorem for VN(eI>N,n(N) - cI» follows also readily
along these lines, under natural conditions; clearly the limiting process is B 0 cI>, with
B a standard Brownian bridge (d. Section 3 of Rosalsky (1983)).

It should be noted that (1.4) is in the spirit of a strong law of large numbers for
empirical distribution functions based on sample means. This serves as a point of
departure and the challenging problem that then arises is to obtain a nondegenerate
version of (1.4), i.e., to obtain the rate of convergence in (1.5). Note that it is not at
all obvious that a law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) holds here, since in principle
fluctuations infinitely larger than y10g log N may occur, due to the fact that the
Zi,n(N) change with N. However, under suitable conditions, the main result of this
paper (Theorem 2.1) yields the following LIL as a corollary (d. Corollary 2.2(ii)):

1
. VNIeI>N,n(N)(X) - cI>(X) I _ 1
1m sup sup - - a.s.,
N-+oo xElR y'2 log log N 2

thereby combining two fundamental results of probability theory, the CLT and the
LIL, in one result.
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(2.1)

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the main result, a functional LIL
for VN(~N,n(N) - q,), is presented along with some corollaries. Some lemmas needed
in the proof of the main result will be established in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4,
the proof of the main result is given.

2. The main result. With the preliminaries accounted for, the main result may be
stated. For convenience, let us introduce the notation IN = IN(~N,n(N)-q,), N ~ 1,
where ~N,n(N)' q" and {Xi,j; i ~ 1, j ~ I} are as in Section 1. Theorem 2.1 asserts
under suitable conditions that IN / (2 log log N)I/2 is a.s. relatively compact in B(IR)
(with respect to the sup-norm) and identifies the set of its a.s. limit functions. As in
Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 69, we define Ym ~ L a.s. (m -+ (0), to mean that
Ym is a.s. relatively compact with limit set L.

Theorem 2.1. Assume that EIXI,II.B < 00 for some j3 > 2 and let Q ~ ((j31\3)-2t l
.

Then as N -+ 00, with n = n(N) = IN°J,
IN

J2 log log N ~ F~ a.s.

on B(IR), where F~ = {f 0 q,; f E F} with

F = {f; f is an absolutely continuous function on [0,1]
with f(O) = f(l) = 0 and J~(f'(t)?dt::; I}.

Remarks. (i) Theorem 2.1 should be compared with the functional LIL of Finkel
stein (1971) for the empirical distribution functions formed from a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables. Observe that although these results look very similar, our setup
is completely different from the i.i.d. case: in no way does l(-oo,x](Zi,n(N)) (which is

a summand in ~N,n(N)) relate to 1(-oo,x] (Zi), {Zi; i ~ I} i.i.d., not even for normal
Xi,/s and normal Z/s. The Z/s do not depend on N, whereas the Zi,n(N) oscillate
according to their own LIL.

(ii) Observe that if EIXI ,113 < 00, then the sample size n can be taken to be equal
to the number of samples N.

(iii) Recent and somewhat related papers are Deheuvels and Steinebach (1996)
and Deheuvels and Teicher (1996), where the strong limiting behavior of maxima of
sample means has been studied in great detail for the same double array setup.

Several corollaries of Theorem 2.1 will now be presented.

Corollary 2.1. When XI,1 is normally distributed, the result in (2.1), with n(N) =
IN°J, holds for all Q > O.

Proof. The restriction Q ~ ((j31\3)-2t l is only needed for the proof of Theorem 2.1
at places where the Berry-Esseen inequality is applied. Since the Xi,j themselves are
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already normal now, this restriction is not needed, meaning that the theorem holds
for any 0: > O. 0

The following corollary is a standard application of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.2. Let h:B(IR) -+ IR be continuous on :Fif! and suppose that the hy
potheses of Theorem 2.1 (or Corollary 2.1) are satisfied. Then, as N -+ 00,

h (';2 lo~Nl0g N) "" h(F.) a.s.

In particular:

(i) For all fixed x E IR,

/'N(X) "'-+ [-(<T>(x)(1- <T>(x)))1/2, (<T>(x)(1- <T>(X)))1/2] a.s.
y!2 log log N

(ii)

bN(X)1 [0 1]sup "'-+ , -
xEIR y!2 log log N 2

(iii) For either choice of sign

±/'N(X) [0 1]sup "'-+ , -
xEIR y!2 log log N 2

(iv)

a.s.

a.s.

f~oo /'Rr(x)d<T>(x) "'-+ [O,~] a.s.
2 log log N 71"2

The final corollary is a functional 1IL for the "uniformized" quantile process based
on sample means. It follows readily from Theorem 2.1 in conjunction with Vervaat's
(1972) lemma.

Corollary 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 (or Corollary 2.1), as N -+ 00,

yIN (<T> 0 ~N~n(N) - I)
"'-+ :F a.s.

yl2log log N

on B([O, 1D, where ~N~n(N) denotes the left-continuous quantile function correspond

ing to ~N,n(N) and I denotes the identity function on [0, 1].
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3. Lemmas. The first lemma extends part of Lemma 1.1.1 in van Zuijlen (1977)
(which gives bounds for moments of binomial random variables) to the trinomial case.

Lemma 3.1. Let Tn = 2::i=1 Xi where Xl,' .. ,Xn are i.i.d. random variables with

P(X1= 1) = p, P(X1= -1) = q, P(X1= 0) = 1 - p - q

where p ~ ~, q ~ ~, and p +q :S 1. Then for every v > 1, there exists K(v) < 00

such that for all n (~ 2)

1
EITn - n(p - q)11I :S 3K(v)(n(p(1 - p) +q(1 - q) +2pq)y/2 :S K(v)(n(p V q))I1/2.

The proof of the first inequality is essentially the same as that in van Zuijlen
(1977) and will hence be omitted; the second inequality is trivial.

The second lemma is a modification of Theorem B in Serfling (1970a), tailor made
for our situation. Let SN, N ~ 1, be the partial sums of some sequence of random
variables (which are not necessarily independent or identically distributed) and set
SN,b = SN+b - SN, N,b ~ 1; also write MN,b = max19~b ISN,il. Set as in Section 4,
Nk = rek'll, 0 < 1] < 1.

Lemma 3.2. Let v ~ 7 be an integer. Assume that for all k ~ ko (some ko) and all
Nk :S N < N +b:S Nk+l'

(3.1) E(ISN'bl)1I <Cbll
/
6

N 1/ 3 - 1
k

for some C1 = C1(v) < 00. Then there exists C = C(v) < 00 such that for all k ~ ko,
Nk :S N :S N + b :S Nk+l,

(3.2) E (;[t~r"Cb"/6

Proof. We will give a proof by induction on b. First consider all b :S bo (for any fixed
bo). Then trivially by (3.1)

E (;p:r"N~/3E(ISN,11" +... +ISN"I") " N~/3bClb"/6" Cb"I'.

Now let B > bo and suppose (3.2) holds for all b < B. We will show that (3.2)
holds for B. Set K = l!(B + I)J and note that 2K ~ B and hence B - K :S K.
When b :S K we have ISN,bl ll :S MlV,b' When K :S b :S B we obtain
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Hence

By Holder's inequality

So from (3.3)

E (M~;:)11 ~ 2CKII/6+~ (~) CrK~C7KT = CKII/6{2 +~ (~) (d) t}.
Nk )=1 J )=1 J

Now using v ~ 7 and taking C and bo above large enough, it is clear that this last
expression is bounded from above by CBII/6. 0

The next lemma is a kind of a.s. analogue of the well-known Cramer-Wold de
vice for establishing convergence in distribution of random vectors, and may be of
independent interest.

Lemma 3.3. Let {Xn;n ~ I} be a sequence of random vectors in IRm, m > 1.
Suppose that

lim sup a'X n = Ja'~a a.s. for all a E IRm
,

n-t<Xl

where ~ is a symmetric, nonnegative definite matrix with determinant I~I =f:. O. Then

X n ~ L a.s.,

where

Proof. Denote the entries of ~ with O'ij, i,j = 1"", m. Set K = {x E IRm
; X'~-IX =

I} and M = {x E IRmj x'~-IX ~ I}. Also observe that it easily follows that

(3.4) P(1im sup a'X n = Ja'~a for all a E IRm) = 1.
n-t<Xl

We need to prove that almost surely the following hold:

(i) {Xn } is relatively compact,

(ii) all the subsequential limits of {Xn } are contained in M, and

(iii) every b E K is a subsequential limit of {Xn }.

6



For (i) we take a to be the vector with the j-th entry being 1 or -1, j = 1, ... ,m,
and all the other entries O. Both cases give~ as the a.s. value for lim SUPn-too a'X n •

Hence for c > 0 and for almost every w there exists an ne (w) such that for n ?: ne (w)
we have that X n E Xj=l[-~ - c,~+c]. This settles the relative compactness
of {Xn }.

For (ii), let us assume that w is such that

(3.5) lim sup a'X n = J a'~a for all a E IRm
,

n-too

and that there exists a subsequential limit, b say, of {Xn } that is not contained in M,
i.e. b'~-lb > 1. Now take a = ~-lb. So a'~a = b'~-lb > 1 and hence

lim sup a'X n ?: a'b = a'~a > J a'~a.
n-too

This contradicts (3.5).
Finally, for (iii) set I/xllI;-l = JX'~-lX, X E IRm

. Because of (ii) we have

(3.6) lim sup IIXn11I;-1 :::; 1 a.s.
n-too

By (3.6) and (3.4), with a = ~-lb, we have a.s. for some subsequence {nk}

lim sup IIXnk - bll~-l
k-too

= limsup{IIXnkll~-l + IIbll~-l - 2b'~-1X nk }

k-too

< 1 +1 - 2Jb'~-lb = 0

and hence also, since all norms on IRm are equivalent,

lim IIXnk - bll = 0,k-too

with Ilxll = ~, the Euclidean norm of x E IRm
. D

Observe from the proof that Lemma 3.3 is essentially an analytic lemma: it re
mains true for deterministic vectors (and without the "a.s.").

Next we state Bennett's inequality, see Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 851.

Lemma 3.4. Let {Xi; 1 :::; i :::; n} be i.i.d. random variables with EXi = 0, IXil :::; b
and Var Xi = u 2

• Then

p CL:~Xii?: A) :::; 2 exp (;;: ~ (;u 2 ) ), A> 0,

where ~(A) = 2A-2 ((1 + A) 10g(1 +A) - A), A > O.

7



The last lemma provides a probability inequality for the oscillation modulus W n

of the uniform empirical process; see Einmahl and Ruymgaart (1987) or Einmahl
(1987), Chapter 5.

Lemma 3.5. Let 0 < 8 ~ ~ and 0 < a < ~. Then there exists a constant Cs < 00

such that

4. Proofs. Let us first remark that

sup IcI>LN<>J(X) - cI>(X) I = O(N-!o((13/\3)-2)),
xEIR

by the Berry-Esseen inequality; see, e.g., Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 848. Hence

I I ~ sup IcI>LN<>J(X) - cI>(x)l-+ 0,V2 og og N xEIR

if Q' :2: (((3 A3) - 2t1 . This means that we can and will redefine IN by replacing cI>
by cI>LN<>J in its definition without affecting our results. Also in the sequel we often
simply write n for lN°J.

We need some more notation. Let m :2: 2 (m typically large) and set

IN(cI>-l(~)) .
YN,j = J2 log log N' J = 1, ... , m - 1.

Let {ci; i :2: I} be a sequence of independent Rademacher random variables, l.e.
P(ci = 1) = P(ci = 1) = ~. Assume that the {ci} are independent of the {Xi,j}.
Define

y; _ I:~l Ci

N,m - J2N log log N'

and write

Define the m x m - matrix

t = (~ 0)
01'

8



(4.1)

with ~ being the symmetric (m - 1) x (m - 1)-matrix having entries
, ,

z( J) '<"O"ij = - 1 - -, Z _ J,
m m

O"ij = O"ji, i > j.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies heavily on the following result.

Proposition 4.1. For any vector a E lRm

lim sup a'YN = Va't.a a.s.
N-too

Observe that this result specializes to

lim sup ±YN,j = 0ijj = ~Vj(m - j) a.s.
N-too m

for J' = 1 ... m - l'" ,
lim sup ±YN,m = 1 a.s.,

N-too

by taking the j-th component of a to be ±1 and by taking all the other components
to be O.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. First we consider the upper bound part of (4.1); d. the
proof of Theorem 4.1 in Serfling (1970b). For the upper bound it suffices to show
that for any c > 0

(4.2) lim sup a'YN ~ (1 +c)Va't.a a.s.
N-too

Set Nk = rek'll, 0 < 'T/ < 1; 'T/ to be specified later on. First we prove that

limsupa'YNk ~ (1 + c)Va't.a a.s.
k-too

Write Cj,m = <I>-1(~). Note that for j < m

I7\TA N
~ . = VN(<I>N,n(Cj,m) - <I>n(Cj,m)) = 1 2:{ (Z· ) - <I> (c. }.

N,) J2 log log N J2N log log N i=1 1(-oo,Cj,m] t,n n 3,m)

We will now apply Bennett's inequality (Lemma 3.4) taking the Xi there to be

m

2: aj{I(_oo,Cj,m] (Zi,n) - <I>n(Cj,m)} +amCi,
j=1

where aj is the j-th component of a. Hence the b in Lemma 3.4 can be taken to be
2::j=1 laj I and we have that

0"2 = 0"2(Xi) -+ a't.a (N -+ 00).

9



So, for large k

p, = p ('L~d ~ (1 +elVa'EaV2Iog log N,)

(
-(1 + e)2a'I;a. 2 log log Nk ((1 + e)Ja'taJ2log log Nk Ej=l lail ))

:::; 2 exp 2 'l/J v'Nk20' NkO'2

:::; 2 exp( -(1 + e)7] log k),

where it is used that lim.\.l..o'l/J(A) = 1. Hence E~l Pk < 00, provided we choose
7] > 1/(1 +c).

So to establish (4.2) it remains to show that

( ) 1
. la'(J2N log log NYN - J2Nk log log NkYNk )! _ 0

4.3 1m maxNk<N<Nk+l IN 1 1 N - a.s.
k-too k og og k

For x E 1R set SN = SN(X) = Ei=l{I(-oo,xj(Zi,n) - <I>n(x)}. Then it is clear that for
(4.3) it suffices to show that for any x E 1R

( ) 1. ISN - SNk I4.4 1m max = 0 a.s.
k-too Nk<N<Nk+l VNk log log Nk

Note that a similar statement dealing with the m-th component of YN is needed also.
However, that holds because of the proof of the ordinary LIL, so we do not need to
consider it here.

In order to deal with (4.4) fix a large k and let Nand b be such that Nk :::; N <
N +b :::; Nk+!. Write

SN,b = SN+b - SN = { "I:b 1(-oo,x](Zi,L(N+b)aJ) - b<I>L(N+b)aJ(X)}
i=N+1

+{~I'-OO'Xj(Z',[(N+b)aJl - ~ 1(-oo,x](Z',lNaJ) - N (ii>l(N+b)aJ (x1- ii>[NaJ (x l) }

(4.5) = Sl,N,b + S2,N,b.

We will show that for v ~ 7 and some Ce = Ce(v) < 00

(4.6) EISe,N,blll:::; CeN;/3bll/6
, £ = 1,2,

and hence, since EIX + YIII :::; 211
-

1(EIXIII + EIYIII) for v ~ 1,

(4.7) EIS III < CN II/3bll/6N,b _ k ,

for some C = C(v) < 00. Showing (4.6) for £ = 1 is easy: applying bounds for the
absolute moments of binomial random variables (see, e.g., van Zuijlen (1977), Lemma
1.1.1) yields for k large enough

EIS 1/1 < C bll/2 < C N II/3bll/61,N,b _ 1 _ 1 k •

10



(4.8)

Now we consider (4.6) for f = 2. Set Z' = Z1,l(N+b)<>J and Z" = Z1,lN<>J. Then

P(Z' ~ x,Z" ~ x)

P (Z' < x Z" > x Z" _ Z' < (~) 1/3)-, -, - N
k

+P (z':, x,Z" ~ x, Z" - Z' > (:.f3

)

p (x - (:.f' :' Z':, x) + P (Z" - Z' > (:.f') .
By the Berry-Esseen inequality we have for large k

and by Chebyshev's inequality for large k

Hence for some C2, the left-hand-side of (4.8) is bounded from above by c2(bjNk)I/3.
Similarly we can bound P(Z" ~ x, Z' ~ x) by the same quantity. Hence by Lemma
3.1

EIS'.N,bI V
:, K(v)N"I' ( c, (:J1

/
3) vI2 :' C,NZ/3bvI6.

This is (4.6) for f = 2. Hence we have (4.7).
Now applying Lemma 3.2 we obtain

E max ISNk,N-Nkl
v ~ CN;/\Nk+l - Nkt/6.

Nk<N<Nk+l

So for any e > 0,

qk = P ( max ISN - SNkl > eJNk log log Nk)
Nk<N<Nk+l

< CN;/3(Nk+l - Nk)v/6 C (Nk+l - Nk)v/6
eVN;/\ log log NK )V/2 - ev( log log Nk)v/2 Nk

o ClOg kl"~'k~ ) .

11



Hence for v such that v ~ 1~7J V 7 we see that E~1 qk < 00. This yields (4.4) and
hence (4.2).

Next we turn to the easier lower bound in (4.1). We will actually show that for
any 0 < c < 1

(4.9)

with again Nk = rek'71, but now with rt > 1. Note that rt > 1 implies limk-+oo N k / N k- 1 =
00. Hence, it is easy to show that for any x E JR, with nk = lNkJ,

N1/ 2
. k A A (Nk) _

(4.10) hm (I I N )1/21<I>Nk nk(x) - <I>(N )(x)l- 0 a.s.,
k-+oo og og k ' k-l

with <I>~Z:~d(x) = Nk-~k-l E~Nk_l+l l(-oo,x] (Zi,nk)· In fact (4.10) follows by writing

A A (Nk )

<I>Nk,nk (X) - <I>(Nk-d (X)

N k- 1 { 1 Nk-l 1 Nk }
(4.11) = ~ r:;--?= l(-oo,x](Zi,nk) - N _ N . L l(-oo,x] (Zi,nk)

k k-l ;=1 k k-l ;=Nk_ 1+l

and by applying the Hoeffding (1963) exponential inequality to the two probabilities
that have to be considered by separately treating the two terms on the right-hand-side
of (4.11), after centering. This is straightforward, so we omit details. Also note that
a statement similar to (4.10) can be easily proven for the ci's of YNk,m'

Hence to prove (4.9), it suffices to show

(4.12) lim sup a'YNk ~ (1- c)Va'ta a.s.,
k-+oo

where YNk is defined in the same way as YNk , but with <I>Nk,nk(Cj,m) replaced by

<I>~Z:~d)(Cj,m),j = 1,···, m - 1, and with YNk,m replaced by

(
Nk) 1 NkL Ci·

Nk - N k- 1 y'2Nk log log N k i=Nk_l +I

But, in contrast to the YNk , the YNk are independent, so we can apply the Borel
Cantelli lemma directly. Kolmogorov's exponential inequality (see, e.g., Shorack and
Wellner (1986), p. 855) yields for large k, using similar arguments as in the upper
bound proof,
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Hence L~l rk = 00 by choosing 'rJ ~ 1/ (1 - ~). This proves (4.12) which in con
junction with (4.10) yields (4.9). 0

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Instead of (2.1) we will actually prove the equivalent
statement

IN 0 ~-l

(4.13) y'2 log log N -vt F a.s.,

on B([O, 1]) with the sup-norm.
By Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 4.1 we obtain that

YN -vt L a.s.,

with {y E JRm j y't,-ly = I} = {(x,xm ) E JRm j X'~-lX + x~ = I} ~ L ~ {y E JRm j
y't,-ly ~ I} = {(x, xm) E IRmj X'~-lX + x~ ~ I}, where we have used

_ (~-l 0)
~-l = o 1 .

Now project JRm on IRm- 1
, eliminating the last coordinate (which deals with the

auxiliary ci's). It is clear that the projection of L is equal to {x E IRm-1j X'~-lX ~ I}.
Hence
(4.14) YN -vt {x E IRm-1j x'I;-lx ~ I} a.s.

By direct calculations one can show that

2m -m 0
-m 2m -m
o -m 2m

o

o

o
-m

o -m 2m

This yields that the set of continuous piecewise linear functions f on [0, 1] with
"support points" j / m, j = 1,,, . , m -1, (and being 0 at 0 and 1) satisfying X'I;-l x ~
1, with Xj = f(j/m), is the same as Fn{continuous piecewise linear functions on
-In, j = 0,1, ... ,m}, see Finkelstein (1971).

Since m ~ 2 is arbitrary (large), we have now proven a result on an arbitrarily
fine grid on [0, 1]. To prove the theorem, we have to extend this result to the whole
interval [0, 1]. In order to achieve this, it remains to show that the oscillations between
two adjacent grid points vanish as m -t 00, see Finkelstein (1971) or Shorack and
Wellner (1986), pp. 76-79.
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To be more precise, we will show that for all j = 0,1,'" , m - 1,

(4.15)

lim VN = 0 a.s.,
N-too

(Actually at the cost of a harder proof we could replace 3/m1/2 by (2/m)1/2,d. Finkel
stein (1971), but (4.15) as it stands is sufficient for our needs, since limm-too 3/m1/ 2 =
0.) Let j be fixed. We deal with the small interval [;b~], by splitting it up into
smaller intervals of length l/log N.

First we show
(4.16)

where

sup
~-l( ~):5x<Y:5~-l(~)

~(Y) -~(X):5 rotrr

1'''fN(X) -,N(y)1
JIog log N .

From Lemma 3.5, with 8 = t, it follows that for any e > 0 and all large N

P(VN ~ ,) :s; C (log N) exp ( -,' (log 10; N) log N .p ('Jlog~~ log N) )

< C (10 N) ex (-e2
(log log N) log N) = Clog N

- g P 6 Nte2 loglogN'

which is summable in N thereby yielding (4.16). Note that the interval length
l/log N is just small enough to prove (4.16) without appealing to a subsequence.

Next we will prove

(4.17)

with

WN = max
£=1 ... L1ol\NJ, , m

lim sup WN:S ~/2 a.s.
N-too m

l,N (<1>-1 (~ +JOb)) -,N (<1>-1 (~)) I
Jlog log N

Obviously (4.17) and (4.16) give (4.15). To prove (4.17), we again take the subse
quence rek'll, but since the upper bound 3/m1/ 2 is not sharp we can now take 1] = ~.

We again apply Lemma 3.5 for large k:

(4.18)

C (-(1 -28)9 log log Nk.l• (3JIog log Nk))
om exp 2m . ~ 'f/.;m~ . 2~

< (
-(1 - 38)9 . ! log k)

Com exp 4,
2
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which is clearly summable in k for & small enough, i.e., we have shown (4.17) along
the subsequence Nk •

So finally let us prove that

(4.19)

with

lim Uk = 0 a.s.
k-+oo

InlN (~-l (~+ ~)) -INk (~-l (~+~)) I
y10g log Nk

(The change from log N to log Nk in IN is negligible, d. (4.16).) Note that (4.19) is
similar to (4.4), but with the difference that there is now also the maximum over f.
On the other hand the subsequence Nk is tending to infinity much slower now, which
means that we can simply take both maxima out of the probabilities involved. We
again split Uk into two terms, as in (4.5), and call them Uk,l and Uk,2, respectively.
Then, by Lemma 3.4, we have for € > 0 and large k

(4.20)

which is summable in k.
Similarly we have for large k, using the bound c2(bjNk)l/3 for the left-hand-side

of (4.8)

(4.21)
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for some constants C3 and C4. The last expression in (4.21) in clearly summable in k.
Since c > 0 is arbitrary, this in conjunction with (4.20) proves (4.19).

Recall that (4.19) and (4.18) yield (4.17), and (4.17) and (4.16), in turn, estab
lish (4.15). Finally combining (4.14) and (4.15) completes the proof ofthe theorem. 0
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